Molecular replacement (MR) is the method of choice for X-ray crystallography structure determination when structural homologues are available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Although the success rate of MR decreases sharply when the sequence similarity between template and target proteins drops below 35% identical residues, it has been found that screening for MR solutions with a large number of different homology models may still produce a suitable solution where the original template failed. Here we present the web tool CaspR, implementing such a strategy in an automated manner. On input of experimental diffraction data, of the corresponding target sequence and of one or several potential templates, CaspR executes an optimized molecular replacement procedure using a combination of well-established stand-alone software tools. The protocol of model building and screening begins with the generation of multiple structure-sequence alignments produced with T-COFFEE, followed by homology model building using MODELLER, molecular replacement with AMoRe and model refinement based on CNS. As a result, CaspR provides a progress report in the form of hierarchically organized summary sheets that describe the different stages of the computation with an increasing level of detail. For the 10 highestscoring potential solutions, pre-refined structures are made available for download in PDB format. Results already obtained with CaspR and reported on the web server suggest that such a strategy significantly increases the fraction of protein structures which may be solved by MR. Moreover, even in situations where standard MR yields a solution, pre-refined homology models produced by CaspR significantly reduce the time-consuming refinement process. We expect this automated procedure to have a significant impact on the throughput of large-scale structural genomics projects. CaspR is freely available at
INTRODUCTION
Molecular replacement (MR) is the most cost-effective method for solving the three-dimensional (3D) structure of a protein by X-ray crystallography. However, the MR approach requires the availability of at least one close structural homologue. Thanks to the ongoing structural genomics projects, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (1) is now rapidly growing, increasing the probability of finding structural homologues. At the same time, bioinformatics techniques for detecting low sequence similarity keep improving, allowing more distant putative 3D homologues to be identified. MR is thus expected to play an increasing role in the phasing of protein X-ray diffraction data. In most cases of successful MR application, the sequences of the protein of interest and of the structural homologue are at least 35% identical. Below that threshold, and down to 20% of identical residues, the overall fold is usually well conserved but the differences in the 3D structures become too large to be handled by the standard MR protocol. Homology modelling has been proposed (2) to extend the application of MR to these cases of lower sequence similarity. An example of such a procedure is already implemented [MODELLER, (3) ] in the CCP4 software package to improve the initial model after MR solutions have been found (4) .
Here we present an automated protocol based on two main principles. First, sequence and structural information are combined using a new multiple-alignment program (5) to generate higher-quality homology models. Second, a large number of different models are screened for MR solutions. The implementation of this protocol in the CaspR web server includes *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +33491164604; Fax: +33491164549; Email: karsten.suhre@igs.cnrs-mrs.fr the automatic excision of unreliably aligned residues from the 3D models. This protocol was successfully applied (K. Suhre, manuscript in preparation) to solve the crystal structures of three Escherichia coli proteins of unknown function in the context of the structural genomics project BIGS [(6), http:// igs-server.cnrs-mrs.fr/BIGS/]. These proteins are (i) YecD (four molecules/a.u.) sharing less than 25% sequence identity with two known structures, (ii) YggV (two molecules/a.u.) with 33% identity with one related structure and (iii) YahK (one molecule/a.u.) with 32% sequence identity to three known structures. In all the above cases standard MR protocols failed to identify a solution using the available structural homologues, while models generated through the CaspR procedure provided a convergent solution up to the final refinement step. These three cases are used as walk-through examples on our web server.
IMPLEMENTATION
The CaspR web server is built around a set of standard software tools widely used within the protein crystallography and bioinformatics communities. The first step in the process (see also Figure 1 ) is to produce a reliable multiple alignment using the T-COFFEE software (7) . A specific feature of T-COFFEE is to provide a reliability index [CORE index, (8)] for each position in the alignment. Based on the value of this index, suitable segments of the target sequence/structure are identified and unreliably aligned segments are automatically excised. In its most recent version (3D-COFFEE; 5), T-COFFEE combines structure and sequence information to generate better multiple alignments and in turn improves the quality of the homology models produced by MODELLER. Another key feature of our approach is the screening of a large number of these 3D models, all being generated from a moderately perturbed starting model (2) . These models are automatically screened in search of a molecular replacement solution using the AMoRe software (9) . In a final step, the solutions are automatically pre-refined using CNS (10) (11) (12) , where the convergence of the free and working R-factors is the final criterion for the ranking of the different solutions.
USING THE WEB SERVER
A job submission to the CaspR web server must include (i) the target protein sequence file (in FASTA format), optionally, one or several additional sequences of homologous proteins (used to optimize the alignment process) may be appended to this file; (ii) the crystallographic structure factors in truncated MTZ format (as in CCP4); (iii) the PDB identifiers of one or more structural neighbours; (iv) auxiliary crystallographic information (i.e. expected number of molecules per asymmetric unit) and (v) an email address.
A typical CaspR run takes between 2 and 48 h, depending on the protein size, the space group, number of molecules in the asymmetric unit and the server load. The job status can be monitored on the CaspR web server. Submitted data will be kept confidential and can be removed any time by the user, while logfiles will be used for further optimization of the CaspR process.
The organization of CaspR output is presented in Figure 1 , as well as the various controls to be performed by the user at the different stages of the process. In addition, active links are provided for the display of the T-COFFEE outputs, of the PDB co-ordinates of all the models submitted to AMoRe and of the AMoRe statistics, as well as the 10 best-ranking structures.
RESULTS
Four test cases using data retrieved from the PDB and three cases corresponding to experimental data produced in our laboratory (http://igs-server.cnrs-mrs.fr/BIGS) have been used to validate the CaspR suite through different MR problems of various levels of complexity. Details are available as supplementary material on the CaspR web site, together with the complete results of the CaspR runs (logfiles). In summary, easy MR cases (1MP0 using 1N8K as a template, YhbO) are easily solved using the CaspR procedure, and the proposed models always exhibit better R-factors than the original template after CNS refinement. In five other cases (1AJX, 1K6K using 1M3E as a template, YahK, YggV, YecD) the original templates do not produce a valid MR solution using a standard procedure whereas CaspR succeeds in finding a converging MR solution. Among them, YecD (PDB id 1J2R) is the first occurrence of a structure uniquely solved using the CaspR procedure. Finally, there are two cases (1MP0 using 1JVB and 1JQB, 1K6D using 1POI) that remain presently unsolved by MR, and are thus a good benchmark for future improvements of our procedure.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
By using structure and sequence information together to generate homology models the CaspR web server is pushing back the limits of structure solving using MR. Its purpose is to provide the structural genomics community with a powerful tool that is expected to reduce the need for expensive and timeconsuming phasing experiments such as MIR and MAD. CaspR is also useful in simple MR cases by automatically replacing the amino acid sequence of the template by those of the molecule of interest, thus accelerating the tedious refinement process.
In difficult cases, the limiting factor is the information content of the multiple alignment used to link the target protein sequence to the available structure(s), and thus to generate the models. A standardization (and optimization) of this step might be achieved by limiting the user input to the sequence of the crystallized protein and the experimental diffraction data. CaspR would then automatically identify the proper sequence subset to be used, i.e. the one providing the most gradual evolutionary transition from the target to the structural template. Along the same lines, the Molecular Modeling Database [MMDB, (13) ] can also be used to optimize the selection of the best structural representatives within a given family. Finally, the CaspR web server will eventually be installed on a large cluster of Linux machines (and/or run on a grid) to reduce its computing time and adapt its performance to the needs of the structural genomics community by allowing a large number of jobs to be run in parallel.
